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Strengthening Coastal Planning 2014-02-19

this report highlights rand s contributions to the louisiana
coastal protection and restoration authority s master plan
its purpose is to help policymakers in other coastal regions
understand the value of a solid technical foundation to
support decisionmaking on strategies to reduce flood risk
rebuild or restore coastal environments and increase the
resilience of developed coastal regions

Defence Planning and Uncertainty
2014-04-24

how can countries decide what kind of military forces they
need if threats are uncertain and history is full of
strategic surprises this is a question that is more pertinent
than ever as countries across the asia pacific are faced with
the military and economic rise of china uncertainty is
inherent in defence planning but different types of
uncertainty mean that countries need to approach decisions
about military force structure in different ways this book
examines four different basic frameworks for defence planning
and demonstrates how states can make decisions coherently
about the structure and posture of their defence forces
despite strategic uncertainty it draws on case studies from
the united states australian and new zealand each of which
developed key concepts for their particular circumstances and
risk perception in asia success as well as failure in
developing coherent defence planning frameworks holds lessons
for the united states and other countries as they consider
how best to structure their military forces for the uncertain
challenges of the future

Handbook on Sustainability Transition and
Sustainable Peace 2016-08-10

in this book 60 authors from many disciplines and from 18
countries on five continents examine in ten parts moving
towards sustainability transition aiming at sustainable peace
meeting challenges of the 21st century demographic imbalances
temperature rise and the climate conflict nexus initiating
research on global environmental change limits to growth
decoupling of growth and resource needs developing
theoretical approaches on sustainability and transitions
analysing national debates on sustainability in north america
preparing transitions towards a sustainable economy and



society production and consumption and urbanization examining
sustainability transitions in the water food and health
sectors from latin american and european perspectives
preparing sustainability transitions in the energy sector and
relying on transnational international regional and national
governance for strategies and policies towards sustainability
transition this book is based on workshops held in mexico
2012 and in the us 2013 on a winter school at chulalongkorn
university thailand 2013 and on commissioned chapters the
workshop in mexico and the publication were supported by two
grants by the german foundation for peace research dsf all
texts in this book were peer reviewed by scholars from all
parts of the world

Taking Sustainable Cities Seriously,
second edition 2013-01-11

a theoretically driven comparison of sustainability programs
in american cities updated with the latest research and
additional case studies today most major cities have
undertaken some form of sustainability initiative yet there
have been few systematic comparisons across cities or
theoretically grounded considerations of what works and what
does not and why in taking sustainable cities seriously kent
portney addresses this gap offering a comprehensive overview
and analysis of sustainability programs and policies in
american cities after discussing the conceptual underpinnings
of sustainability he examines the local aspects of
sustainability considers the measurement of sustainability
and offers an index of serious sustainability for the fifty
five largest cities in the country examines the relationship
between sustainability and economic growth and discusses
issues of governance equity and implementation he also offers
extensive case studies with separate chapters on large medium
size and small cities and provides an empirically grounded
analysis of why some large cities are more ambitious than
others in their sustainability efforts this second edition
has been updated throughout with new material that draws on
the latest research it also offers numerous additional case
studies a new chapter on management and implementation issues
and a greatly expanded comparative analysis of big city
sustainability initiatives portney shows how cities use the
broad rubric of sustainability to achieve particular
political ends and he dispels the notion that only cities
that are politically liberal are interested in sustainability
taking sustainable cities seriously draws a roadmap for
effective sustainability initiatives



Detroit 2014

as america s most dysfunctional big city detroit faces urban
decay population losses fractured neighborhoods with
impoverished households an uneducated unskilled workforce too
few jobs a shrinking tax base budgetary shortfalls and
inadequate public schools looking to the city s future lewis
d solomon focuses on pathways to revitalizing detroit while
offering a cautiously optimistic viewpoint solomon urges an
economic development strategy one anchored in detroit
balancing its municipal and public school district s budgets
improving the academic performance of its public schools
rebuilding its tax base and looking to the private sector to
create jobs he advocates an overlapping tripartite political
economy one that builds on the foundation of an appropriately
sized public sector and a for profit private sector with the
latter fueling economic growth although he acknowledges that
detroit faces a long road to implementation solomon sketches
a vision of a revitalized economic sector based on two key
assets vacant land and an unskilled labor force the book is
divided into four distinct parts the first provides
background and context with a brief overview of the city s
numerous challenges the second examines detroit s immediate
efforts to overcome its fiscal crisis it proposes ways
detroit can be put on the path to financial stability and
sustainability the third considers how detroit can implement
a new approach to job creation one focused on the for profit
private sector not the public sector in the fourth and final
part solomon argues that residents should pursue a strategy
based on the actions of individuals and community groups
rather than looking to large scale projects

World Fertility Report 2013 2014-12-31

world fertility report 2013 fertility at the extremes is the
fifth in a series and focuses on trends in fertility over the
past 20 years and key factors underlying these trends for
countries at the extremes of fertility 66 countries with more
than 3 2 children per woman in 2005 2010 and 70 countries
with 2 0 children per woman or less in 2005 2010 the data
presented are from world population prospects the 2012
revision the official united nations publication of
population estimates and projections country data are taken
from the same report other united nations sources or national
sources as appropriate



Wallowa-Whitman National Forest (N.F.),
Travel Management Plan 2012

this book offers valuable new insights into the design of
culturally aware systems in its first part it is devoted to
presenting selected culturally aware intelligent systems
devised in the field of artificial intelligence and its
second part consists of two sub parts that offer a source of
inspiration for building modelizations of culture and of its
influence on the human mind and behavior to be used in new
culturally aware intelligent systems those sub parts present
the results of experiments conducted in two fields that study
culture and its influence on the human mind s functions
cultural neuroscience and cross cultural psychology in this
era of globalization people from different countries and
cultures have the opportunity to interact directly or
indirectly in a wide variety of contexts despite differences
in their ways of thinking and reasoning their behaviors their
values lifestyles customs and habits languages religions in a
word their cultures they must be able to collaborate on
projects to understand each other s views to communicate in
such a way that they don t offend each other to anticipate
the effects of their actions on others and so on as such it
is of primary importance to understand how culture affects
people s mental activities such as perception interpretation
reasoning emotion and behavior in order to anticipate
possible misunderstandings due to differences in handling the
same situation and to try and resolve them artificial
intelligence and more specifically the field of intelligent
systems design aims at building systems that mimic the
behavior of human beings in order to complete tasks more
efficiently than humans could by themselves consequently in
the last decade experts and scholars in the field of
intelligent systems have been increasingly tackling the
notion of cultural awareness a culturally aware intelligent
system can be defined as a system where culture related or
more generally socio cultural information is modeled and used
to design the human machine interface or to provide support
with the task carried out by the system be it reasoning
simulation or any other task involving cultural knowledge

Advances in Culturally-Aware Intelligent
Systems and in Cross-Cultural
Psychological Studies 2017-11-03

this report describes an approach for planning under deep



uncertainty robust decision making rdm and demonstrates its
use by the el dorado irrigation district eid using rdm the
authors and eid tested the robustness of current long term
water management plans and more robust alternatives across
more than 50 futures reflecting different assumptions about
future climate urban growth and the availability of important
new supplies

Addressing Climate Change in Local Water
Agency Plans 2013-11-05

across the globe from established tourist destinations such
as venice or prague to less traditional destinations in both
the global north and south there is mounting evidence that
points to an increasing politicization of the topic of urban
tourism in some cities residents and other stakeholders take
issue with the growth of tourism as such as well as the
negative impacts it has on their cities while in others
particular forms and effects of tourism are contested or
deplored in numerous settings contestations revolve less
around tourism itself than around broader processes policies
and forces of urban change perceived to threaten the right to
stay put the quality of life or identity of existing urban
populations this book for the first time looks at urban
tourism as a source of contention and dispute and analyses
what type of conflicts and contestations have emerged around
urban tourism in 16 cities across europe north america south
america and asia it explores the various ways in which
community groups residents and other actors have responded to
and challenged tourism development in an international and
multi disciplinary perspective the title links the largely
discrete yet interconnected disciplines of urban studies and
tourism studies and draws on approaches and debates from
urban sociology urban policy and politics urban geography
urban anthropology cultural studies urban design and planning
tourism studies and tourism management this ground breaking
volume offers new insight into the conflicts and struggles
generated by urban tourism and will be of interest to
students researchers and academics from the fields of tourism
geography planning urban studies development studies
anthropology politics and sociology

Protest and Resistance in the Tourist
City 2016-07-01

maxwell fry and jane drew were pioneers of modern
architecture in britain and its former colonies from the late



1920s through to the early 1970s as a barometer of twentieth
century architecture their work traces the major cultural
developments of that century from the development of
modernism its spread into the late colonial arena and finally
to its re evaluation that resulted in a more expressive
formalist approach in the post war era this book thoroughly
examines fry and drew s highly influential tropical
architecture in west africa and india whilst also discussing
their british work such as their post world war ii projects
for the festival of britain harlow new town pilkington
brothers headquarters and coychurch crematorium it highlights
the collaborative nature of fry and drew s work including
schemes undertaken with elizabeth denby walter gropius denys
lasdun pierre jeanneret and le corbusier positioning their
architecture writing and educational endeavours within a
wider context this book illustrates the significant artistic
and cultural contributions made by fry and drew throughout
their lengthy careers

UCLA Stuart House Replacement Project
2013

as the burden of defense borne by reserve forces has
increased more attention has been paid to differences between
the compensation systems for the reserve and active
components one particular emphasis is on the retirement
systems a key difference being that reserve members who
complete 20 years must wait until age 60 to draw benefits
whereas active members can draw benefits immediately upon
discharge this monograph compares the reserve and active
retirement systems discusses the importance of structuring
compensation to enable flexibility in managing active and
reserve manpower describes how the debate over reserve
retirement reform has differed from active component
retirement reform debate and considers obstacles to reform
and how they might be overcome it also provides a
quantitative assessment of several past congressional
proposals to change the reserve retirement system in terms of
their effects on reserve participation and personnel costs
concluding that proposals to reduce the age at which eligible
members may begin receiving retirement benefits are not cost
effective means of sustaining or increasing reserve component
retention it also concludes that a menu of member options can
be a powerful tool to maintain morale and overcome obstacles
to reform current members could be given the choice of
staying in the current retirement system or joining the new
one and the choice might be offered over a period of time say
five years new entrants and reentrants with few years of



service might be placed under the new system

The Architecture of Edwin Maxwell Fry and
Jane Drew 2016-03-16

every four years since 2004 the copenhagen consensus center
has organized and hosted a high profile thought experiment
about how a hypothetical extra 75 billion of development
assistance money might best be spent to solve twelve of the
major crises facing the world today collated in this
specially commissioned book a group of more than 50 experts
make their cases for investment discussing how to combat
problems ranging from armed conflicts corruption and trade
barriers to natural disasters hunger education and climate
change for each case alternative perspectives are also
included to provide a critique and make other suggestions for
investment in addition a panel of senior economists including
four nobel laureates rank the attractiveness of each policy
proposal in terms of its anticipated cost benefit ratio this
thought provoking book opens up debate encouraging readers to
come up with their own rankings and decide which solutions
are smarter than others

Los Angeles FBI Federal Building 2006

a clear and practical examination of complex issues local
economic development and the environment finding common
ground provides a broad academic look at the intersection of
two important areas for local administrators in addition to
managing development in a strained economic climate most
administrators are also expected to be stewards of the
environment however economic conditions often leave them with
limited options for pursuing economic development and at the
same time being environmentally mindful many find themselves
without a clear understanding of the concepts tools and best
practices available to accomplish this herculean task
translating complex environmental and economic concepts into
easily applicable practices the book gives practitioners the
information they need to communicate with consultants
constituents and officials and to avoid ideological obstacles
compares regulatory differences between states and other
geographical differences includes examples from across the
country to highlight variations in environmental regulations
and laws provides technical legal and political insights into
the process of pursuing local economic development projects
that incorporate protection and awareness contains case
studies that demonstrate the concepts in action allowing



readers to fully grasp the complexities associated with
sustainable economic development discusses how local
administrators can balance the economic and environmental
needs of the future bridging the gap between policy making
intention and outcome this book connects readers with a
larger body of research that not only underpins practical
applications but also helps them avoid legal technical and
political obstacles it provides an arsenal of best practices
and everyday easy to use strategies for optimizing the
difficult balance between economic development and
environmental protection

A Policy Analysis of Reserve Retirement
Reform 2013

the most important book yet from the author of the
international bestseller the shock doctrine a brilliant
explanation of why the climate crisis challenges us to
abandon the core free market ideology of our time restructure
the global economy and remake our political systems in short
either we embrace radical change ourselves or radical changes
will be visited upon our physical world the status quo is no
longer an option in this changes everything naomi klein
argues that climate change isn t just another issue to be
neatly filed between taxes and health care it s an alarm that
calls us to fix an economic system that is already failing us
in many ways klein meticulously builds the case for how
massively reducing our greenhouse emissions is our best
chance to simultaneously reduce gaping inequalities re
imagine our broken democracies and rebuild our gutted local
economies she exposes the ideological desperation of the
climate change deniers the messianic delusions of the would
be geoengineers and the tragic defeatism of too many
mainstream green initiatives and she demonstrates precisely
why the market has not and cannot fix the climate crisis but
will instead make things worse with ever more extreme and
ecologically damaging extraction methods accompanied by
rampant disaster capitalism klein argues that the changes to
our relationship with nature and one another that are
required to respond to the climate crisis humanely should not
be viewed as grim penance but rather as a kind of gift a
catalyst to transform broken economic and cultural priorities
and to heal long festering historical wounds and she
documents the inspiring movements that have already begun
this process communities that are not just refusing to be
sites of further fossil fuel extraction but are building the
next regeneration based economies right now can we pull off
these changes in time nothing is certain nothing except that



climate change changes everything and for a very brief time
the nature of that change is still up to us

Global Problems, Smart Solutions
2013-11-14

language policy in business discourse ideology and practice
provides a critical sociolinguistic and discursive
understanding of language policy in a minority language
context focusing on welsh english bilingualism in private
sector businesses in wales the book unpacks the circulating
discourses ideologies and practices of promoting bilingualism
as a sociocultural and economic resource in the globalised
knowledge economy it sheds light on businesses as ideological
sites for struggles over language revitalisation which has
been characterised by tensions and discursive shifts from
essentialist ideologies about language identity nation and
territory to an increased commodification of bilingualism the
book is premised on the understanding that language is a
focal point for articulating and living out historical power
relationships and inequalities and that language policy
processes are never apolitical it adds to a body of
literature about bilingualism in minority language contexts
and more broadly about how the fields of politics business
and society are inextricably related

Local Economic Development and the
Environment 2017-09-25

rarely did ancient authors write about the lives of women
even more rarely did they write about the lives of ordinary
women not queens or heroines who influenced war or politics
not sensational examples of virtue or vice not christian
martyrs or ascetics but women of moderate status who
experienced everyday joys and sorrows and had everyday merits
and failings such a woman was monica now saint monica because
of her relationship with her son augustine who wrote about
her in the confessions and elsewhere despite her rather
unremarkable life saint monica has inspired a robust
controversy in academia the church and the augustine reading
public alike some agree with ambrose bishop of milan who knew
monica that augustine was exceptionally blessed in having
such a mother while others think that monica is a classic
example of the manipulative mother who lives through her son
using religion to repress his sexual life and to control him
even when he seems to escape in monica an ordinary saint
gillian clark reconciles these competing images of monica s



life and legacy arriving at a woman who was shrewd and
enterprising but also meek and gentle weighing augustine s
discussion of his mother against other evidence of women s
lives in late antiquity clark achieves portraits both of
monica individually and of the many women like her augustine
did not claim that his mother was a saint but he did think
that the challenges of everyday life required courage and
commitment to christian principle monica s ordinary life as
both he and clark tell it showed both monica an ordinary
saint illuminates monica wife and mother in the context of
the societal expectations and burdens that shaped her and all
ordinary women

This Changes Everything 2014-09-16

the fundamental premise of strategic human resources planning
is that different organizational strategies require different
human resources management hrm policies and practices this
textbook is designed to help human resources hr managers plan
and make decisions about the allocation of resources for the
effective management of people in organizations within a
given strategy consideration is given to the hr manager s
role in areas such as international expansion mergers and
downsizing and the development and implementation of business
strategies

Language Policy in Business 2020-11-15

strategic marketing planning concentrates on the critical
planning aspects that are of vital importance to
practitioners and students alike it has a clear structure
that offers a digest of the five principal dimensions of the
strategic marketing planning process leading authors in this
sector wilson and gilligan offer current thinking in
marketing and consider the changes it has undergone over the
past few years issues discussed include emarketing strategic
thinking and competitive advantage the significance of vision
and how this needs to drive the planning process
hypercompetition and the erosion of competitive advantage the
growth and status of relationship marketing each chapter
contains a series of expanded illustrations

Monica 2015-08-03

this book offers a concise comprehensive resource for middle
aged readers who are facing the prospects of their own aging
and of caring for elderly relatives an often overwhelming



task for which little in life prepares us everyone ages and
nearly everyone will also experience having to support aging
relatives being prepared is the best way to handle this
inevitable life stage this book addresses a breadth of topics
that are relevant to aging and caring for the elderly
analyzing each thoroughly and providing up to date practical
advice it can serve as a concise and comprehensive resource
read start to finish to plan for an individual s own old age
or to anticipate the needs of aging relatives or as a quick
reference guide on specific issues and topics as relevant to
each reader s situation and needs using an interdisciplinary
approach aging with a plan how a little thought today can
vastly improve your tomorrow develops recommendations for
building sustainable social legal medical and financial
support systems that can promote a good quality of life
throughout the aging process chapters address critical topics
such as retirement savings and expenses residential settings
legal planning the elderly and driving long term care and end
of life decisions the author combines analysis of recent
research on the challenges of aging with engaging anecdotes
and personal observations by following the recommendations in
this book readers in their 40s 50s and early 60s will greatly
benefit from learning about the issues regarding aging in the
21st century and from investing some effort in planning for
their old age and that of their loved ones

Strategic Human Resources Planning 2006

this book is a printed edition of the special issue coastal
hazards related to storm surge that was published in jmse

Strategic Marketing Planning 2012-05-23

regional resource disparities and the tensions they generate
are a perennial canadian topic this edition of canada the
state of the federation presents essays on regions resources
and the resiliency of the canadian federal system
contributors consider questions such as to what extent do
canada s natural resource industries benefit the canadian
economy do canada s federal institutions hinder or promote
the ability of the economy to respond to global economic
shifts do current intergovernmental structures allow for
constructive dialogue about national policy issues in
responding to these and related questions many of the authors
touch on energy issues others consider the importance of
functional institutions in a federal or multilevel context as
an essential requirement for the effective resolution of
issues together the volume raises questions about the



relationship of state and society the importance of identity
trust and moral legitimacy for the operation of our federal
institutions and the extent to which federal institutions are
reinforced or placed under stress by societal structures the
theme of this volume was triggered by richard simeon the
outstanding scholar of federalism who passed away in october
2013 and it is dedicated in his honour

2011-2012 Investment Plan for the
Alternative and Renewable Fuel and
Vehicle Technology Program 2011

as the u s experience in iraq following the 2003 invasion
made abundantly clear failure to properly plan for risks
associated with postconflict stabilization and reconstruction
can have a devastating impact on the overall success of a
military mission in waging war planning peace aaron rapport
investigates how u s presidents and their senior advisers
have managed vital noncombat activities while the nation is
in the midst of fighting or preparing to fight major wars he
argues that research from psychology specifically construal
level theory can help explain how individuals reason about
the costs of postconflict noncombat operations that they
perceive as lying in the distant future in addition to
preparations for phase iv in the lead up to the iraq war
rapport looks at the occupation of germany after world war ii
the planned occupation of north korea in 1950 and noncombat
operations in vietnam in 1964 and 1965 applying his insights
to these cases he finds that civilian and military planners
tend to think about near term tasks in concrete terms
seriously assessing the feasibility of the means they plan to
employ to secure valued ends for tasks they perceive as
further removed in time they tend to focus more on the
desirability of the overarching goals they are pursuing
rather than the potential costs risks and challenges
associated with the means necessary to achieve these goals
construal level theory rapport contends provides a coherent
explanation of how a strategic disconnect can occur it can
also show postwar planners how to avoid such perilous
missteps

Aging with a Plan 2015-05-12

in august 2008 heads of state of the southern african
development community adopted the ground breaking sadc
protocol on gender and development this followed a concerted
campaign by ngos under the umbrella of the southern africa



gender protocol alliance by the 2013 heads of state summit 13
countries had signed and 12 countries had ratified the sadc
gender protocol the protocol is now in force with two years
to go time is ticking to 2015 when governments need to have
achieved 28 targets for the attainment of gender equality in
keeping with the alliance slogan yes we must this 2013
barometer provides a wealth of updated data against which
progress will be measured by all those who cherish democracy
in the region the sadc gender and development index sgdi
introduced in 2011 complements the citizen score card csc
that has been running for five years to benchmark progress

Coastal Hazards Related to Storm Surge
2018-03-13

tilling sacred grounds centers black women s interiority as a
site for religious experience phillis isabella sheppard
argues that interiority is a site for the negotiation of
gender race and sexuality and finds articulation in public
religious practice

Canada: The State of the Federation, 2012
2015-07-03

this issue of claws journal has been composed with a variety
of articles opinion pieces commentaries and book reviews to
theoretically understand why the indian army chief has
initiated four major studies for the transformation of the
indian army into a more agile fighting force to face current
and emerging threats and challenges

Waging War, Planning Peace 2015-03-19

how organized resistance to new fossil fuel infrastructure
became a political force and how this might affect the
transition to renewable energy organized resistance to new
fossil fuel infrastructure particularly conflicts over
pipelines has become a formidable political force in north
america in this book george hoberg examines whether such
place based environmental movements are effective ways of
promoting climate action if they might inadvertently feed
resistance to the development of renewable energy
infrastructure and what other more innovative processes of
decision making would encourage the acceptance of clean
energy systems focusing on a series of conflicts over new oil
sands pipelines hoberg investigates activists strategy of



blocking fossil fuel infrastructure often in alliance with
indigenous groups and examines the political and
environmental outcomes of these actions after discussing the
oil sands policy regime and the relevant political
institutions in canada and the united states hoberg analyzes
in detail four anti pipeline campaigns examining the
controversies over the keystone xl the most well known of
these movements and the first one to use infrastructure
resistance as a core strategy the northern gateway pipeline
the trans mountain pipeline and the energy east pipeline he
then considers the resistance dilemma the potential of place
based activism to threaten the much needed transition to
renewable energy he examines several episodes of resistance
to clean energy infrastructure in eastern canada and the
united states finally hoberg describes some innovative
processes of energy decision making including strategic
environment assessment and cumulative impact assessment
looking at cases in british columbia and lower alberta

SADC Gender Protocol 2013 Barometer
2013-09-25

for ten years james robertson walked the twenty one mile
round trip from his detroit home to his factory job when his
story went viral it brought him an outpouring of attention
and support but what of robertson s detroit neighbors
likewise stuck in a blighted city without services as basic
as a bus line what they re left with after decades of
disinvestment and decline is diy urbanism sweeping their own
streets maintaining public parks planting community gardens
boarding up empty buildings even acting as real estate agents
and landlords for abandoned homes diy detroit describes a
phenomenon that in our times of austerity measures and market
based governance has become woefully routine as inhabitants
of deteriorating cities domesticate public services in order
to get by the voices that animate this book humanize detroit
s troubles from a middle class african american civic
activist drawn back by a crisis of conscience to a young
latina stay at home mom who has never left the city and whose
husband works in construction to a european woman with a
mixed race adopted family and a passion for social reform who
introduces a chicken coop goat shed and market garden into
the neighborhood these people show firsthand how living with
disinvestment means getting organized to manage public works
on a neighborhood scale helping friends and family members
solve logistical problems and promoting creativity compassion
and self direction as an alternative to broken dreams and
passive lifestyles kimberley kinder reveals how the efforts



of these detroiters and others like them create new urban
logics and transform the expectations residents have about
their environments at the same time she cautions against
romanticizing such acts which are after all short term
solutions to a deep and spreading social injustice that
demands comprehensive change

Tilling Sacred Grounds 2022-03-21

the responsibility to protect r2p is intended to provide an
effective framework for responding to crimes of genocide
ethnic cleansing war crimes and crimes against humanity it is
a response to the many conscious shocking cases where
atrocities on the worst scale have occurred even during the
post 1945 period when the united nations was built to save us
all from the scourge of genocide the r2p concept accords to
sovereign states and international institutions a
responsibility to assist peoples who are at risk or
experiencing the worst atrocities r2p maintains that
collective action should be taken by members of the united
nations to prevent or halt such gross violations of basic
human rights this handbook containing contributions from
leading theorists and practitioners including former foreign
ministers and special advisors examines the progress that has
been made in the last 10 years it also looks forward to
likely developments in the next decade

The Effects of Transportation Corridor
Features on Driver and Pedestrian
Behavior and on Community Vitality 2012

winner of the 2018 american academy of diplomacy douglas
dillon award shortlisted for the 2018 duff cooper prize in
literary nonfiction a brilliant book by far the best study
yet paul kennedy the wall street journal of the gripping
history behind the marshall plan and its long lasting
influence on our world in the wake of world war ii with
britain s empire collapsing and stalin s on the rise us
officials under new secretary of state george c marshall set
out to reconstruct western europe as a bulwark against
communist authoritarianism their massive costly and ambitious
undertaking would confront europeans and americans alike with
a vision at odds with their history and self conceptions in
the process they would drive the creation of nato the
european union and a western identity that continue to shape
world events benn steil s thoroughly researched and well
written account usa today tells the story behind the birth of



the cold war told with verve insight and resonance for today
focusing on the critical years 1947 to 1949 benn steil s
gripping narrative takes us through the seminal episodes
marking the collapse of postwar us soviet relations the
prague coup the berlin blockade and the division of germany
in each case stalin s determination to crush the marshall
plan and undermine american power in europe is vividly
portrayed bringing to bear fascinating new material from
american russian german and other european archives steil s
account will forever change how we see the marshall plan
trenchant and timely an ambitious deeply researched narrative
that provides a fresh perspective on the coming cold war the
new york times book review the marshall plan is a polished
and masterly work of historical narrative an instant classic
of cold war literature it is a gripping complex and
critically important story that is told with clarity and
precision the christian science monitor

CLAWS Journal 2019-06-30

contributing to new debates and research on the city this
handbook looks both backwards and forwards to bring together
key scholarship in the field

The Resistance Dilemma 2021-08-17

why did a rural dialect from the heart of norwegian farm
country win a national dialect popularity contest what were
the effects of this win and what has happened to the winning
dialect since a winning dialect tells a story of linguistic
and cultural transformation in the rural district of valdres
norway it shows how lifelong residents have adapted to
changing social economic and political circumstances
particularly the shift from family farming to tourism
development and how they have used local linguistic and
cultural resources to craft a viable future for themselves
and the places their ancestors have called home for centuries
once stigmatized as poor and uneducated the distinctive
dialect of valdres now holds a special place as a valuable
part of norwegian national heritage as well as a marker of
local belonging based on two decades of research and
fieldwork a winning dialect considers how a traditional
dialect is transformed linguistically and culturally as it is
put to new uses in the contemporary world



DIY Detroit 2016-03-15

discover the keys to a long life and optimal health at any
age in this practical wellness guide and cookbook with simple
7 ingredient recipes experts in food and medicine have been
looking to a plant based diet as the most holistic effective
and universal path to health especially when it comes to
aging this guide provides a comprehensive roadmap to staying
vital and living a long life using plant based cuisine and
simple daily self care rituals that boost health and support
healthy functioning in the body written by vegan chef mark
reinfeld and naturopathic doctor ashley boudet with expert
oversight from physician and author michael klaper md each
chapter in the ultimate age defying plan describes one aspect
of the human body including mental sharpness and neurological
health cardiovascular health bone health eye and vision
digestive health and protection against major diseases such
as diabetes heart disease and certain forms of cancer they
delve into the nutrients food and self care practices
necessary for healing and aiding this area of the self
including a list of recipes specifically targeted toward that
area chef mark s easy to prepare recipes are all seven
ingredients or less allowing readers to go vegan without
stress

Journal of the Assembly, Legislature of
the State of California 2011

after the first euro american settlers arrived in seattle in
the 1850s the surrounding old growth forests were rapidly
harvested for lumber causing environmental degradation and
displacing native peoples conflicts about the future of
pacific northwest forests have continued since then only
recently have academics government agencies industry small
private landowners tribes and environmental organizations
come together to develop plans to protect the remaining old
growth forests wildlife streams and fish as well as providing
environmentally friendly forest products practicing
sustainable forestry maintaining healthy forests that are
less susceptible to fire insects and diseases and fostering
public enjoyment are now the main goals of forest management
however conflicts still exist and with climate change a
looming threat it is important to realize that forests give
us much more than lumber robert l edmonds professor emeritus
at the school of environmental and forest sciences university
of washington uw wrote this book to bring attention to the
sustainability of natural resources he describes how



washington state s forests and the practice of forestry have
changed through time and how these changes relate to the long
history of research and teaching at the uw its scope extends
beyond washington many of the principles of sustainable
forestry developed by faculty have been adopted worldwide

The Oxford Handbook of the Responsibility
to Protect 2016-06-30

The Marshall Plan 2018-02-13

The SAGE Handbook of New Urban Studies
2017-05-01

A Winning Dialect 2024-03-26

Military Review 2018

The Ultimate Age-Defying Plan 2019-02-12

Saving Forest Ecosystems 2021-02-02
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